LNPA Working Group Meeting Schedule
June 7-10, 1999
Pacific Bell 
2600 Camino Ramon, Rose
 San Ramon, CA
June 7  -  Monday -  Redwood Room (1D100)
June 8  -  Tuesday - Redwood Room (1D100)
June 9  -  Wednesday -   Rose Room (2CS08)
June 10 - Thursday - Redwood Room (1D100)
>             SSanS
CONFERENCE   BRIDGE:  1-800-767-1434  passcode 933279#.
LNPA Working Group
Tuesday,   6/8,   1 pm to 5 pm,  PDT
    Introductions and Agenda Review (Please initial sign-in sheet.)
On Bridge
Colleen Collard 
Vicki Peterson US West
Kayla Sharbaugh TSE
Jean Anthony TSE
Beth Watkins AT&T 
    Approve minutes of previous meeting. 
Changes to meeting minutes suggested by Steve Addicks (MCIWorldcom) were submitted by email. Alternative changes to the wording of the service provider maintenance issue were suggested and approved.  The minutes have been altered and will be resubmitted to the group.  Donna Navickas (Ameritech) expressed concerned by neglect of minutes to capture resource restraint issues in regards to PIM.  In regards to the backwards compatibility issue, Donna feels that the minutes reflect closure on the issue, while the intent was that the issue was not closed but remained open for discussion at this meeting.  Tom verbally clarified the minutes to Donna’s satisfaction.
·	Feedback from previous NANC Meeting  (Anna, Tom, Charles, Shelly)
Tom gave the readout of the NANC presentation.  NANC wanted to know if the Slow Horse issue could be managed under the PIM sub-committee. Tom stated that the Slow Horse team would continue to manage Slow Horse issues. Tom explained the NANC agenda item that reflects the LNPA giving a final report of the PIM.  This is not reflected by the presentation.  Tom indicated that he did address the resource restraint issue expressed by Donna Navickas  (Ameritech) verbally.  It had not been included on the hard copy of the NANC report.  Anna gave her readout on NANC.  There were no action items for Anna from the NANC.
·	Subcommittee Reports (Brief status reports.)  
Ø	Wireless Number Portability   (Anna Miller)
Majority of time was spent on the wireless pooling issue and the NPAC Release timeline.  Same action items as last month with one addition.  The inter-carrier communication process in review at CTIA  
Ø	Slow Horse  (Tom Sweeney)
No closure on industry wide pain level.  There was discussion in regards to directionality of Slow Horse Team.  There was discussion of a two-part plan.  (1) continue to monitor performance even though the current pain level does not appear to be as great as it was. (2) move to develop long term industry LSMS performance standards.  This will be further discussed at the Slow Horse meeting that will be held at the end of the day today.  Anne Cummins (ATT Wireless) wanted clarification that the Slow Horse LSMS requirements would include the necessary modifications required by wireless.  She urged all wireless providers to join in the meeting.  Donna Navickas (Ameritech) wanted to clarify that the slow horse team was not writing interface requirements for the NPAC since those already exist.  Tom made clear that the Slow Horse subcommittee was developing requirements for LSMS not NPAC.  HL Gowda (ATT) clarified that the types of standards that the Slow Horse was trying to produce were specific to the LSMS.  Anne Cummins (ATT Wireless) brought up concern that Exhibit N does not reflect the required throughput for wireless and that the NPAC Milestone assessment which occurs quarterly needs to take into consideration the wireless requirements when updating Exhibit N.  The current milestone projection only reflects wireline porting demand, it does not reflect wireless or pooling demand.  Anne wanted to make sure that Slow Horse also takes this into consideration when developing LSMS performance standards.  Donna Navickas (Ameritech) expressed concern as a PE that this is overlapping into the contract discussion which is outside the scope of this team.  There was clarification that the issue under discussion was the concern that Exhibit N accurately reflects the industry demand. The NPAC SMS Milestone Assessment team that develops that Exhibit needs to include wireless and pooling numbers.  There was discussion that this team be open to wireless input so that wireless can take the information and include it in their timeline.  This discussion was postponed until the Slow Horse meeting this evening.
Ø	Number Pooling – SOW assumption status (Donna Navickas)
Reviewed the clarifications that had been presented (Exhibit B on SOW) of those clarifications only 2 were deemed to be changes.  One was so minor it was rolled into the SOW.  The other was deemed minor enough to be delayed and rolled into another release.  Everything is complete on Exhibit B and they are in agreement with LM.  An updated Exhibit B is past due to the pooling team from LM.  Midwest LLC has requested EDR acceleration capability from LM.  This is on the agenda as a separate item.
Ø	LNP Problem Identification and Management (PIM)  (Brad Baxter)
Initial conference call was held on 5-19.  This was for the development of a process to bring issues to the LNPA WG.  Bonnie Baca (TSE) presented flows for dispute resolution.  There was proposed language as to the scope of the team.  Dave Garner (Sprint) brought issue forms to the call that were worked and developed to the specifications of the team.  There was discussion of an industry workshop to be held once the PIM had developed a more clear view of role and responsibility.  TSE volunteered to assist with a website.  Michelle Faucett (TSE) gave an update to the website information that TSE is assisting with posting on the NPAC website.  The issue of funding was brought up by Anne Cummins (ATT Wireless).
·	Wireless Wireline Integration Report (for NANC) – finalize report  
See report.  Changes were made on line.  A final copy will be sent to members by COB, 6/14/98.  Members are to respond with grammar and spelling corrections by 6/18/98.  The report will be submitted to NANC on June 30 for review in the July NANC meeting.

Wednesday,  6/9,     8:30 am - 5 pm,  PDT
·	Change Order Review (Fixed Start  8:30 am, PDT -  John Nakamura) 
273-	LTI Subscription version max size. Changed verbiage and opened up a sister order for the SOA process.  Move to accepted list.
274-	Open issue with sign off of the LTI users group.  Hopefully by next meeting this will be moved to implemented if the LTI users group signs off.
279-	SOA resynchronization issue with large ranges.  Consensus was that 279 can be included in 285.  Will close 279 and add this to 285.  Jim and John will prepare information on 285 and distribute prior to the next meeting.
280-	Returning criteria too large in a recovery mode.  Tunable was set to 2000 notification. Action item: Jim Rooks to verify that the 279 issue will not occur here.  This issue overlaps with 239. Action item: John will provide documentation on this change by the end of the week.  Close 280 and merge the functionality of 239.
285-	Separate call on this change order.
286-	There are documentation changes that need to be made.  Issue involving the default value will be dropped if the information is available on the website and that website is added to the documentation.
287-	Add notification to this change order as well.  Review next month.
227-	Steve Addicks (MCI Worldcom) initiated discussion of the inclusion of 227 into 3.0.  The general consensus was that this was a functionality that could slide to a later release.  
198-	Is on the accepted list, in limbo as to when it will be assigned to a release.
191-	Open change order regarding DPC’s.  Suggested alteration to this changed order to add a block on SSN data other than 0.  Block final routing information in the NPAC.  Gary and Dave to develop information that will be distributed before the next meeting with language for the change and or new change order.  Come prepared to discuss this at the next meeting.
- ACTION Items for Change Orders 274, 279, 280  (refer to 5/99 LNPA WG Notes)
A suggestion was made that a prioritization meeting for change orders be held in the 4th quarter.

Donna Navickas wanted to suggest that we make the pooling release and breaking out EDR only a firm agenda item for 8:30 tomorrow morning.  This will involve timeline and strategy only.  
·	Wireless Wireline Integration Report (for NANC) – continue work from Tuesday, if necessary
All changes were made to the document
·	Backwards Compatibility Issue (including the GDMO Issue)
Reviewed discussion from last meeting (minutes) 
LM feels that the FRS IIS ASN.1 and GDMO are NANC documents that come from the LNPAWG. They are basing this on FCC Docket number 95. They are handed over to LM as complete documents.  LM has issues with the impression that they are solely responsible for backward compatibility problems arising from the implementation of those documents due to this assumption.  Problems caused by implementation of the IIS, should not be the responsibility of LM since they are not solely responsible for the development of the documentation.  LM wants the LNPAWG to take the responsibility since they developed the IIS even though LM participates in that development process.  LM feels that the issue of backward compatibility should be the responsibility of all the participants of the LNPA WG. LM feels that since the document is produced by the industry, the vendor cannot be responsible for any violation of the backward compatibility requirement.  

All Service providers in the working group feel that they are not responsible for backward compatibility based on providing requirements to a vendor. It is their collective experience that the vendor is ultimately responsible for backward compatibility and feature interactions.

Proposals from last month’s minutes
1.	LNPA WG will no longer provide GDMO and ASN.1 to Lockheed Martin.  The LNPA WG will provide input to those documents.
2.	Same as 1. Includes entire IIS 
3.	Continue present method of operation

WHO IS RESPONSIBLE FOR ENSURING BACKWARDS COMPATABILITY?

Dave Garner (Sprint) proposed the following:

1.	Agree that existing package being provided is what we want going forward i.e. FRS, IIS, ASN.1, GDMO, Test Cases and M&P.
2.	Who develops/provides what? 
Ø	FRS – LNPA WG responsibility to be provided to the vendor (LM)
Ø	IIS – Vendor (LM) responsibility that is to be provided to LNPA WG for acceptance review prior to requesting the SOW. LM does not agree with this recommendation.
Ø	ANS.1 - Vendor (LM) responsibility that is to be provided to LNPA WG for acceptance review prior to requesting the SOW. LM does not agree with this recommendation.
Ø	GDMO - Vendor (LM) responsibility that is to be provided to LNPA WG for acceptance review prior to requesting the SOW. LM does not agree with this recommendation.
Ø	Test cases - Vendor (LM) responsibility that is to be provided to LNPA WG for acceptance review prior to requesting the SOW.  LM does not agree with this recommendation.
Ø	M&P - Vendor (LM) responsibility that is to be provided to LNPA WG for acceptance review prior to requesting the SOW.  LM does not agree with this recommendation.
3.	Who is responsible for overall document compatibility (inter-document and software features backwards)/accuracy? Vendor (LM) is responsible. LM does not agree with this recommendation

Next steps to be taken

1.	Write LNPA WG recommendations
2.	Send letter to LLC 
3.	Have LNPA WG Co-Chairs include LNPA WG recommendations in the report to NANC
4.	Develop statement of compatibility compliance (7/99 LNPA WG)

This is meant to be a reaffirmation of the current understanding of NPAC /SMS development and implementation process

·	Change Mgmt/Release Mgmt Process Improvement 
-	Consider L-M (Jim Rooks) proposed 12-month release template (from last meeting)
Jim Rooks handed out a project plan that shows how with a 7 quarter lead, two regularly scheduled releases a year were possible as opposed to the one release per 12 month period that was discussed at the meeting in Baltimore.  There was a suggestion that Jim add the LLC negotiation and SOW process for each release and apply the blackout period to the two release a year cycle.  There was a comparison of the two time lines to determine that the 2/12 cycle did not cut too many corners in regards to the necessary time frames for each of the tasks that are outlined. 

Three proposals:

1)	2 releases per 12 month period with one SOW process fixed times for releases (7 quarter cycle type  in to reach steady schedule of 2/12)
2)	2 releases per 12 month period with two SOW processes fixed times for releases (6 2/3 quarter lead in to reach steady schedule of 2/12) 
The SOW process was shortened by four weeks (See new work plan) Ameritech expressed concern in shortening the SOW process.  
3)	2 releases per 14 month period with two SOW processes no fixed times for releases 

Proposal 2 was adopted. The recommendation to the LLC’s is pending, and would not apply to release 3. The prioritization of accepted change orders will need to be done within the next few months to begin the requirements process in November.
–  Finalize updated documents from last meeting.
Accepted the 2/12/2 proposal.  The flows and text will be distributed in the minutes and will be readdressed at the next meeting.
-  Reschedule communiqué to the LLCs.
The co-chairs will write a letter to the LLC’s  which will include the project timeline.  The letter will indicate that the flows and text are still being revised and will be sent to them after the next meeting.
Marian Hearn (Canadian LLC representative) wanted the minutes to reflect that she feels the proposal should be referred to as a Work Breakdown Schedule or WBS as opposed to a project plan.
Agenda Item: John Mallard proposed that a PM be appointed to the release schedule.
·	Problem Identification and Management (PIM) – Discussion of direction and work plans.
Scheduled a conference call to discuss this issue.  They will provide a rough outline to the co-chairs to present to NANC at the next meeting.



Thursday,   6/10,	   8:30 am – noon,   PDT
On Bridge
Beth Watkins 
Collene Collard
Jean Anthony
·	NPAC SMS Release Status  (Rel 2.0,  Rel 3.0, Y2K Update from L-M)

·	Rel 3.0/SOW 15 – Proposed Content Alternative from Midwest LLC 
Steve Addicks (MCI Worldcom) gave brief history of the background of the request.  MCI Worldcom has asked the LLC’s to ask LM about the acceleration of the EDR portion of SOW 15 due to the anticipated need for this due to the anticipated granting of states requests for number pooling.  The Midwest and NE LLCs have both asked LM for that information.  The requests were not identical, however, the intent was.  They both want EDR faster.  Donna Navickas stated that she feels that 109 can be separated into EDR and SOA activation.  If this is done there could be a two-phase release, (1) EDR and EDR associated functionality (2) SOA and all other aspects.  The pooling subcommittee would need to look at the feasibility of separating the EDR and EDR associated functionality from the other aspects of 3.0.  The pooling subcommittee would need to determine what the EDR and EDR associated functionality are, so that an EDR package can be submitted to LM for evaluation of the feasibility of acceleration of the delivery of EDR, through a split release.  The initial study would be to establish if any time would be gained by the utilization of a split release.

Marcel Champagne (Lockheed Martin) suggested that the time frame required to split the SOW and have a two phase approach might take an equal amount if not more time and money.

LNPAWG Pooling Subcommittee task: Identify EDR functionality  (for SMS/LSMS) required to support National Pooling Architecture in response to the LLC goal of accelerated EDR delivery.

Action item: Marcel Champagne to ask LM for the minimum set of information necessary to provide a revised SOW; with the suggestion from the LNPA WG that a marked FRS indicating the items that would be required for EDR acceleration be the minimum set of information.


The CMA is to perform a first run through of the FRS to identify what is necessary for the SMS/LSMS functionality.

Timeline:  
CMA first draft due 6-18
Pooling sub team review of CMA first draft 6/28-30 Chicago
CMA second draft due 7-9
Pooling sub team review 7/20-21 Chicago
CMA final draft  7/23
Conference call 7/26
Lockheed 7/26 


·	Status of any unaddressed ACTION ITEMS from the previous meeting.
Only unaddressed action item was the letter to the LLC’s for the release process.  This will be done as soon as resolution has been reached on the different proposals.
·	LNPA WG Issue Matrix Update (for NANC)  (Integrated matrix)
Issue 28 Steve Addicks has a point that there was a missing “not” which changed the flavor of the issue.  This was a typo and will be corrected to reflect the original intentions of the LNPAWG 
·	New Business NRO NPRM LNPA WG impact and N-1 Query Issue (see attached letter from A. Hasselwander to T1S1.6)
Postponed till next meeting
·	Review key points to report to NANC  (Charles, Shelly, Tom) 



Next LNPA WG Meetings … 

Dates
Location/Host
July 12 –15
Ottawa, Canada - Stentor 
August 9-12
Portland, OR - AT&T Wireless
September 13-16
Chicago - Ameritech
October 11-14
Kansas City - Sprint
November 8-11
San Antonio - SBC
December 6-9
Phoenix - U S West


